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CHAPTER I 

I NTRODUCTION 

by 

Edward C. Monahan 

The following report, cove ring the period l June 1982 

through 31 May 1983, is the fifth in this series. The first 

third of the year covered by this report, representing t he last 

third of the Principal Investigator's Sabbatical Year, was 

spent by him on the East Coast of the United States. He 

spent the 7-28 June interval as a guest in the wind/ wave 

fl~e l a boratory of Professor Jin wu, in the College of Marine 

Studies, University of Delaware, Lewes, and the l July through 

30 August period as a Visiting Professor of Oceanography in 

the Department of Geological Sci ences, University of Maine 

at Orono. From 22 September 1982 onward the Principal 

Investigator has been back at his regular post in University 

College, Galway. 

During this year we have continued making measurements 

of aerosols and electrosta tic charge from our coastal tower in 

Gort na gCapall on Inishmore. Likewise, the experiments 

centred on the Whitecap Simulation Tank are continuing. In 

addition, a number of modifications to the Whitecap Simulation 

Tank and aerosol hood have been carried out in preparation 

f or the UCG/NPS Whitecap Simulation Tank Experiments, IV, 

now scheduled to be held in September 1983. 

Analyses of the data collected during the STREX cruise 

aboard the OCEANOGRAPHER are continuing, with certain of the 
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statistical treatments supported via ONR grant N00014-82-G-0024. 

Additional shipboard whitecap observations were carried 

out in Galway Bay on 5 May aboard the R/V LOUGH BELTRA, using 

for the first time our portable video data acquisition system, 

based on a SONY SMF Trinicon Colour Video Camera, model DXC lBOOP, 

and a SONY u-matic Portable Colour Video Recorder, model V0-4BOOP. 

This video system will enable us for the first time to record 

at sea the data required to determine the time constant 

characterising the exponential decay of individual whitecaps. 

(To date our values for this time constant have been obtained 

from laboratory tank observations.) The mean whitecap coverage 

fraction for each whitecap observation interval should be 

more readily determined from the video recordings than from 

t he 35mm film records which we have taken with our Veritron 

cameras . 

The video data ~quisition system will be used by us in 

July aboard the POLARSTERN of the Alfred Wegener Institute of 

Polar Research, Bremerhaven. We are scheduled to sail aboard 

the POLARSTERN on this MIZEX 83 cruise to the high Arctic 

(Fram Strait), to collect our whitecap observations while 

other participants are simultaneously making passive and 

active microwave measurements of the sea surface. Preparations 
are now being made to ship our video and photographic equipment 
to Bremerhaven. 

Much of our attention is'currently directly at completing 

arrangements for the 4-7 September · l983 ONR-sponsored Whitec ap 
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l~orkshop which will be held here in Galway. 
-, 

An indication o f the results which we have recently 
obtained can be gleaned from Tabl e 1.1, in .which the titles 
o f our recent pro ject-related papers a re listed . A listing 
of the relevant lectures given, and meetings attended, by 
the Principal Investigator in the past year has been included 
as Table 1. 2. 

A fuller perception of the range and extent our r ecent 
pro ject activiti es will result from a perusal o f the remaining 
chapters o f this annual report. 

~Aivl~ :-~ay 1983. 
Edward c. Monahan 
Galway. 
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•rabl e 1.1: Supplementary List o f Project Related Publications, 
a s of 10 May 1983. \ 

Note: See Table l.l o f publication No.l7 for a listing o f 
publicatio ns l t hrough 16, and Table 1.1 of publication No.lO 
fo r a listing of publications 17 through 29. 

A. Amended Earlier Listings 

6. ~\o nahan , E.C., 1980. Sea state via satellite measurement of whitecap cover age, pp. 39-42, in S.M . P. McKennaLawlor, Ed., Irish Participation in Space Sc ienc e , Proceedings oT a sympo sium held in the Royal Irish Acad~· 23 May, 1980, Royal Irish Academy occasional series. 
25 . Monahan, E.C., K.L. Davidson, C.W. Fairall, P . J ones Boyle, G.E. Schacher and D.E. Spiel, 1982. Features of NE Atlantic Aeroso l Spectra Identified with Specific Sea Surface Production Mechanisms, J .O.A. Poster Abstracts, Volume 1, August 3-6, 1982, Joint Oceanographic Assembly, HalifaX, N. S., pg. 116, (Abstract) • 

26. Monahan, E.C,, 1982. Comments on 'Bubble and Aeroso l Spectra Produced by a Laboratory "Breaking Wave•• by R.J. Cipriano and D.C. Blanchard, Journal of Geophysical Research, 87, pp. 5865- 5867. 

27. Monahan, E.C. and I.G. O'Muircheartaigh, 1982. Reply (To Comments of J, Wu on "Optimal Power-Law Description of Oceanic Whitecap Coverage Dependence on Wind Speed"), Journal of Physical OceanograEhX, J2, pp. 751-752. 
28. Monahan, E.C., K.L . Davidson, and D.E. Spiel, 1982. Whitecap Aerosol Productivity Deduced from Simulation Tank Measurements, Journal of Geophysical Research, 87, pp. 8898 - 8904. 

29. Monahan, E.C., c.w. Fairall, K.L. Davidson, and P . Jones Boyle, 1983 . Observed inter-relations between lOm winds, ocean whitecaps , and marine aerosols, Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, lo9, (in press), 

B. New Listings 

30. Monahan, E .C., M.C. Spillane, P.A. Bowyer, D.M. Doyle and J . J. Taper, 1982. Whitecaps and the Marine Atmoslhere, Regort No.4, to the Olfice of Naval Research, rom University College, Galway, pp. 1-75. 



31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36 . 

37. 

36. 
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Monahan, E.C., 1982. Sea Surface Aerosol Source Model in Light of JASIN Aerosol/Whitecap/Wind Measurements (poster paper), NATO Advanced Study Institute, "AirSea Exchange of Gases and Particles", University of New Hampshire, Durham, 19-30 July 1982 , (Abstract). 

Monahan, E.C., K.L. Davidson , and D.E . Spiel, 1982 . Whitecap Aerosol Productivity deduced from Simu lation Tank Measurements, EOS, Transactions, American Geophysical Uni on , 63, (No. 22, l ' June 1982), pg. 527, (Abstrac t). 

Monahan, E.C., 1982. Sea Surface Aerosol Generation Model No.4, report prepared ~or the Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility and funded by the Office of Naval Research; Department of Geological Sciences, University of Maine at Qrono, pp. 1-54, (Supported via 
N00014-82-M-007l) , 

Monahan, E.C., 1982. Breaking waves and sea spray : the introduction of aerosols into the marine atmosphere, Irish Meteorological Society Newsletter, No . 2, December 
1962, pp. 2 - 3. 

Monahan, E.C., . O.E. Spiel, and K.L. Davidson, 1983. Model of Marine Aerosol Generation via Whitecaps and Wave Disruption, Preprint Volume, Ninth Confer ence on Aeros ace and Aeronautical Meteorolo , Omaha, Nebraska, 
in press • 

Monahan, E.C. and M.C. Spillane, 1963. The role of oceanic whitecaps in the exchange of mass across.the air-sea interface, Abstract, IUGG XVIII General Assembly, Hamburg (accepted). 
· .. "' 

O'Muircheartaigh, I.G. and E.C. Monahan, 1963. Aspects of oceanic whitecap coverage dependence on wind speed: hetroscedasticity in the data, and the estimation of the Beaufort velocity, Proceedings, Second International Meeting on Statist ical Climatology, Lisbon (abstract accepted for publication-) . 

Monahan, E.C. and M.C. Spillane, 1983. The Role of Oceanic Whitecaps in Air-Sea Gas Exchange, Abstract, International Symposium on Gas Transfer at Water Surfaces , 
Cornell u. , Ithaca (accepted) . 
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Tabl e 1 .2: Lectures Given, and Meet ings Attended, Relevan t to 

Whitecap Project, in 5 June 1982 - 10 May 1983 Inter va l. 

16 June 1982 

23 J une 1982 

"Observations of Winds, Whitecaps, and Marine Aerosols during the Joint Air-Sea Interaction (JASIN) Experiment", In vi tational Seminar, 
Col l ege of Marine Studies, University of Delaware, Lewes, Delaware. 

"Modeling the Production of Sea Salt Aerosols 
at the Air-Sea Interface", Luncheon Seminar, 
College of 11arine Studies, University of Delaware, Lewes, Delaware. 

18-30 July 1962 Participant in NATO Advanced Study Institute, 
"Air-Sea Exchange of Gases and Particles", 
Universi ty of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire. 

26 July 1962 "Sea Surface Aerosol Source Model in Light of JASIN Aerosol/Whitecap/Wind Measurements", 
(poster paper, by E.C. Monahan), NATO Advanced Study Institute , "Air-sea Exchange of Ga ses and Particles", University of New Hampshire, Dur ham, New Hampshire. 

1-7 August 1962 Attended Joint Oceanographic Assembly, Da lhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
2 August 1962 

8 September 
1982 

6 Sep~ember 
1962 

9 September 
1962 

15 September 
1982 

"Features of NE Atlantic Aero sol Spectra 
Identified with Spec.ific Sea Surface Production Mechanisms", (poster paper, 'by E .C . Monahan, 
K.L. Davidson, C.W. Fairall, P. Jones Boyle, 
G.E. SOhacher, and D.E. Spiel), Joint Oceao
graphic Assembly, Dalhousie University, Halifax , Nova Scotia, Canada. 

Visited Graduate School of Oceanography, 
University of Rhode Island, Narragansett Bay 
Campus. 

"Oceanic Whitecaps and a Sea-Surface Aerosol 
Generation Model~, Seminar, Department of 
Chemistry, university of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island. 

Visited Physical Oceanography Department, 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts. 

Visited Geochemistry group, Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory of Columbia University~ Pallisades, New York . 
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24 No vember 1982 " Breaking Naves and Sea Spray : the 
Introductio n o f Aeroso l s into t he Mar i ne 
Atmospher e " , Lec t ure , I rish Meteo rolog i cal 
Society meeting, Shel borne Hotel, Dubl in. 

28 Fe bruary 1983 Visited image p r ocessing group, Department 
o f Geology, Trinity College, Dublin. 

26-27 April 1983 Attended MIZEX 8 3 Operations meeting, 
visi ted R/V POLARSTERN , a nd pa rticipated in 
HI ZEX 84 Planning Session , in Bremerhaven. 

\ 
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OiAPl'ER 2 

f'INII.L RESULTS FOR STREX AND JP.SIN PHOI'O-ANALYSI'S 

wrrH PRELIMl!'lARY Sf'A!Oi FOR 1\'HITFX:AP ALOORITHH 

ljichael C. Spillane & David H. lbyle 

INI'!01l1Cl'ICN 

'!he 1 'lA2 Annual Rerort ( Monahan et al . , 1982, Otapter 2) 

containecl a orel iminarv list~ for r..a:; I of the STREX expP.rirnent, 

clurim wtlich protoQraohic observations of whitecaP coveraqe were 

made in the north-eastern Pacific. In the months followirq that 

reJX)rt, the availability of several experienced oroto-analysts 

allowed the canoletion of LEG I, the full treatMent of S'tREX t.ElG II, 

arrl the addition of further analyses to the earlier JASIN dataset. 

Each observation interval has now been treateil by at least three 

ircleoerdent analysts, fol101o1i1"9 the manual technique described by 

llonah<Vl ( 1969). 

In this chapter the final listings of the STREX am JASIN data 

are tabulated. Their statistics are canpared with those of the 

earlier datasets of llonahan ( 1971) arrl Toba & Olaen ( 1973). 'lhe 

catbined data fran these four sources 9ive 262 observations of 

wtlitecap coverage with associated wirv;i speed, air arrl sea surface 

tenperature values. Sane p:elirninary regression analysis aimed at 

the ,;x-crlt.etion of a pt"edictive algorithm for fractional lottitecap 

covera:;e, based on these influences is presented. One version of 

the algorithm is aimed at the impr:overnent of the ~itecap Atlas, 

derived fran global wirrl arrl thermal stabilicy data. ·-, 
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'IRE I'V\TA 

With the comoletion of the STRP.X nhotAranalvses, this dataset 

now extercls to fl5 observation intervals, as listed in "'able 2. 1 • 

These wintertirroe observations, fran the vicinity of Ocean Station 

Paoa, exterd oonsiderably the rarx:te of oceanic conditions in wttich 

wtlitecap coveraqe estimates have been obtained. The fractional whitecap 

coveraqe data are plotted aqainst the terl-1Teter wirds in Fiqure 2.1 

'llle JASIN data, collected in the f¥)tt~astern Atlantic in the 

vicinity of !Ockall, were listed !)l:eviously by llonahan et al. (1981) . 

Of these, one observation interval has been elirninaterl (448), since 

the film was too fOOrly exposed to all01o1 reliable analyses. several 

intervals hme been added so that the total is now 66 canolete data 

cases. A further J intervals are comolete with the exception o f the 

wirrl s peed value. 'llle revised JASIN clata are listei in Table 2.2. 

'!he earlier data sets , rlenoted fo()N71 ard TC73, were collect~ 

umer warmer oceanic conclitions in the Caribbean 1V¥l western Atlantic, 

and in the western Pacific ard East Olioa Sea respectively. I"CN71 

consists of 70 observation intervals, wt\ile TC73 contributes a f urther 

41 intervals. '!he conditions orevaili1"9 durirg these experirroents are 

canoared in Table 2. 3 • To further describe the available data the 

followinq classifications are clefined: 

[

w < 12.s0 c 
Sea-surface tenperature 2.5 <Tw

0 

< 14 .0°C 

w > 14.0 c 

'Ihecnal Stability 

\. 

~ 
<-0.4°C 

.4 <or < 0.6°C 

> 0.6°C 

(X)IJ) 

l<ttRATE 

WAif{ 

sna.su: 
NF.AR NEUl'RAL 

ll6"m11Le 
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[

u < .9 .()n/s 

Wird speed cooditions 

U > 9.()n/s 

£DI wnre 

HIGH WIM'S 

Here or = sea temperature minus air temoerature,Tw-'l'a, is a measure 
of the stability of the air colum atx:Ne the sea surfa~. U is the 
wirx'l speed, converted where necessary to the ten l!'eter level. The 
divisions in the sea-surface t€!1f'E!rature classification have been 
chosen to coincide with distinct breaks in the available rlata. '!he 
S'l'REX dataset falls entirely in the "cold" cateaory: JN>IN is within 
the "ITOderate• cateqory, ..,hile KJN71 ard 'I"C73 cart>ine to exemPlify 
•wa-cm • ccn:l it ions • 

'!be distribution of the 262 observation intervals, followirs 
this classification, is shown in Table 2.4 • Same combinations of 
con:Htions are pxrly rept"esented (fur examole there are ro c-:ases of 
cold, unstable conditions at lower wirrl speeds). Such c'!eficienci,es 
will detract to 9CIIIe extent frail the reliability of the W(O,T..,,OTl 

relationship, which this stlrly airns to establish. 1ln alternative 
~esentation of the distribution, as a histogrilll e19ainst wim speed 
is given in Fiqure 2.2 • 

'!be major influence on whitecap coverage has been determined 
fraa earlier writ tD be that of wird speed. 'ttle dependence of 

fractional lotlitecap 0011erage (deooted by W) on U takes the fotm 
of a (OWer law. Qle statistical met:l"Dd of establish~ such a 

relationship is perfotmed in 1'9-1'9 s-pace. zero values of w must 
be excllrled in this treablent. for coosistency with earlier work, 
W values less~ 0.008t are is:>lated. '!here are 31 stJCh cases, 

( 16 frcm 10f71, 12 fra'ft 'IC73, 2 fran JN>IN arrl 1 frcrn S't"REX) all 
at •low" wird speeds, leavirg a residual of 231 non-zero cases. 

....... 
0 -0 -

<1) 
0) 
ea 
L 
<1) 
> 
0 
u 
a. ea 
u 
<1) 
-~ .c 
~ 
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10r----,r---~----~-----

5 

0 
0 

STREX 

• 
• • •• • 

• 

• 
• 

• .. . ............ . . ··"" :. . . . . .. ....,.....\ .. :~·;.., .. ,.,. : . . . ·: .. 
5 10 15 
Wind Speed ( m/s) 

• 

• 

20 

Fiqure 2.1 Oceanic fractional lotlitecao CO/er<KJe versus ten...neter 

wird sPeed for the S'm8X. observations. l\lso sho~ ls 

the best .fit cower law tD these data, 

W • 9.279 X 10-5 u2•112 

derived by least SQUares techniques usirs equation ( 1 J. 
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Table 2.2 

-. 
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Pinal list~ o f results fran the photo-analysis oi 
STREX observati.nns. This table supercedes tablE'S 2.1 

anj 2 • 2 Of /"onahan et al. 1 1982 • }Ote thnt loi1 itecap 

CCNerage is expressed as a percentage. 

Pinal listins of results fran the pnoto-analvsis of 

JASIN observations. This table SlfE!rcedes the listin_s 

cootained in !'nnahan et al., 1981. 

\ 
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Table 2. l: STREX 1980; Leg l. 
T~ble 2.t (cont.): STIU::X t980; Leg([, 

Ob• Dare Til:le Number of u Ta Tw AT TS w Std . 
Obs Date Time Nuaber of u Ta T w AT TS w Sed. ' PST Photos. mls •c •c ·c % Dev. , PST Photos. mls •c •c •c % Dev. 

529 ltl29 t l t2 tO,IO ,10 t5. 7 s. 79 7.35 1. 56 u s.86 1.24 
480 11106 1-307 10, 9,10 9. t 9.36 9. 86 0.50 N 0.28 0. 12 530 l l /29. 1218 9 ;-. 9. 9 13.5 5.88 7. 41 I. 53 u 1.% 0.36 
481 11107 09)3 8, s. s · 16.2 8. 66 tO. lt I. 4 5 u I. 39 o.ss 531 t l n9 1335 t0,10,10 1), 4 5. 78 1. 37 1. 59 u 3.0) 0 . 65 
482 11107 1056 7, 8, 9 15.4 8.7010.12 I.~ 2 u 2.36 0.1)9 532 11129 1505 9, 9, 9 l), 6 5.46 7. 39 1.93 u 2. 17 o. 38 
483 11107 1231 9,10, 9 14.) 7.46 11.11 .3. 65 u I, 90 0.39 533 11129 1612 9. 9, 9 13.8 5.47 7. 38 I. 91 u I. so 0.50 
484 11107 1520 10,10,10 11.9 1. 5 10.5 3.0 u I. 52 o. 41 534 ll/30 1234 10,10,10 8.0 s. 26 7.01 I. 75 u 1.22 0.41 
485 11/08 1056 10, 10,10 9.8 6.80 10. t7 ).37 u 0.99 0.22 535 11/)0 1515 10,10,10 8.4 4.7~ 1. 06 2.27 u 1. 66 0.)) 
486 11/08 I 307 1, 8 , 8 9.2 7.8 9.9 2. I u I. 29 o. 78 536 12/01 1445 10, 10, 10 10. 8 3. 71 7.)9 3.62 u 0.93 o. 18 
487 11108 1450 8,10,10 9. 8 5.82 10.17 4.35 u 1.40 0.56 537 12/ 02 1125 8, 10, 8 12.8 ].54 1. 21 ).67 u 1.23 0.24 
41!8 11108 1555 10,10,10 9. 7 6. 90 10. 17 ) . 27 u 0.56 o. 18 538 121 02 1230 ll, 8, 8 14.3 3.72 1. 18 3.46 u 2. 11 0 . 36 
489 11109 1039 9,10, 10 10.4 7.24 1().24 3.00 u 1.04 0.24 539 12102 1615 10, 10, 9 14.5 4. 1 7. I 2.4 u 2.21 0. 58 
490 ltl 10 tOto 10, 10,10 6. 3 6.96 9. 83 2.87 u 0.47 o. 24 540 t2102 t655 9' 9, 9 IS. I 5. 16 7.25 2.09 u 2. to 0. 65 
491 Ill 10 1118 91 9,10 s. 9 6.99 9.81 2.82 u 0.07 0.09 541 12103 1050 10,10' 10 l).) 5.47 s. 11 ~o. 10 N I. 03 0. 20 
492 11/10 1407' 11,10, 6 2.7 6.99 9. 78 2.79 u 0.07 0.06 542 12103 1120 8,9,8,8 12.2 s. 65 5. 50 ~o. IS N l.Ot 0.)) 
493 Ill 11 105) 10,10 , 10 5. 5 1!.78 9.78 t.OO u 0.21 o. 25 54) 12/03 1230 8, tO, 8 12.1 5.50 5. 6) o. tl N 1.00 0.60 
494 11 I t2 0950 9,10,t0 4.2 7.89 9.8) I. 94 u 0.29 o. 17 544 t2I03 tllO 9, 9. 9 t 2.0 5. 4 5 5. 60 0. IS N 1.84 0.)6 
495 111 12 lOS~ 8,10,10 6.3 8. 89 9.81 0.92 u I. 2!! a. 21 545 12104 1455 9. 9' 9 10. I 5.09 5. 74 0 . 65 u 0.62 0. 18 
496 lt/ t2 IllS 9,10,10 6.0 a. ss 9.82 \. 27 u 0.87 0.22 546 12/04 t 550 10, 10,10 10.2 5.30 s. 72 0.42 N I . 34 0. 42 
497 11112 1435 6, 6, 5 10.8 8.74 9. 71 1.03 u 0.74 o. )6 547 121 0 5 1110 10,10,10 6.3 4.51 6.08 I. 51 u 0.08 0 . 0 6 
498 Ill I) 1035 10 , 10,10 s. 9 7 .os 9.60 2. 52 u 0.59 o. )I 548 121 0 5 1615 10,10, 10 3.3 4.12 5.84 1.12 u o.oo o.oo 
499 111 1) IllS 10,10,10 7.5 8.26 9.66 1. 40 u 0.62 0.21 549 12/06 1025 tO, 10,10 12.9 6.5 7. 2 o. 7 u 0.98 0.2 2 
501 Ill 14 1017 9, 8, 8 12.0 9.92 9.56 -o.36 N 1. )9 0.)6 550 12/06 1057 10,10,10 12. I 6.)6 5. 74 ~0.62 s l. 26 0. 25 
502 lll 14 1126 5, s. 5 12.2 10.20 9. 41 -0.79 s 0.92 0.80 55 1 12106 liS 7 9, 9 , 9 12.5 6.57 5. 71 ~0 . 86 s 0.69 o. 21 
503 11114 1235 8 , 10, 10 11.5 10.22 9.)6 ~0.86 s 1. 53 0.62 552 !2106 1308 10, 10,10 12.2 6.90 7. 19 0.29 N 0 . 58 o. 15 
504 11/14 1402 8, 8, 8 12.5 10.14 9. 38 -o. 76 s 1.08 o. 20 55) '12/ 07 1450 8, 8, 8 11.7 7.)8 5.97 ~1.41 s l. 76 0. 35 
SOS Ill 15 1540 10,10, 10 11. I 6.2) 9. 17 2.94 u 1. 02 0.24 554 12107 1550 9, 9, 9 9.8 7.44 5. 79 ~ t .65 s 1. 94 0. J2 
506 11116 1106 10,10,10 5.8 6.65 9. 19 2.54 u o. 15 0.09 555 12108 1040 71 8, 9 14.2 8.48 5.96 -2.52 s I. 51 0.20 
507 11/16 1407 10, 10, 8 6. 0 7.76 9.20 1. 44 u o. 12 0.06 556 12/08 1200 9, 8, 9 12.6 8.89 5.94 ~2.95 s ). t6 1. 8) 
508 111 17 . 1058 11. 8 , 8 17. 2 9.') 9.) o.o N 5. 17 1. 04 557 12108 1307 a; 8, 8 14.0 8 . 94 5.90 ~3 . 04 s I. 25 0. 28 
50':) 11 I 11 iJOO 10, 9 . 7 14.5 8.14 9. 13 0.99 u 4 . 79 I. 16 558 12108 1428 7' 8, 8 14. 5 8.85 5.92 ~2.93 s 1.87 0. 39 
510 111 17 1407 10, 10, 10 1J.9 8.43 9.2 0.80 u 4 . 76 0.81 559 12108 1605 9' 9, 10 12.9 8.6 6.0 ~2.6 s 1.08 0. 22 
5 11 11118 0944 10,10,10 11.9 8. 18 9.09 .0.91 u 5. 12 o . 8s 560 12111 1203 8, 8, 9 13.0 }.07 5. 14 ~ 1.9) s 4.42 0.69 
Sl2 11/18 1210 8, 7, 6 7.3 7.60 9.05 I. 45 u I. 83 0. 4) 56.1 121 11 I)OJ s. 6, 5 14 . 8 7.20 5. 19 ~2.01 s 5. 09 1.03 
513 ll/ 18 lJ3S 91 9, 9 7.9 8.07 8. 93 o. 86 (} 2. \3 o.so 562 12/ ll 1403 4, 4, 4 14.2 7.36 5.11 ~2.25 s 4. 07 0. 82 
515 11118 1705 10 , 10,10 4.9 8. 7 9.2 0.5 N 0.09 0.05 56) 121 11 1507 7, 7, 7 11.6 7.42 5.30-2.12 5 1. 16 0. 26 
516 .11/19 1010 10,10, 10 10.) 8.09 8.92 0. 84 u 1. 69 .o. 56 564 12111 1617 5 . 5' 6 9.9 . 7.35 5. 38 ~ t . 97 s o. 27 0. 22 517 11/ t9 U20 10,10, 10 7.7 8. 51 8.92 0.4 1 N 1.71 0.60 565 121 12 1125 6, 6,, 5 15.0 9.21 1. )9 ~·1.82 s 2.10 0.82 
518 11119 1)00 10,10, 10 .6. 6 8.7 9. 1 0.4 N 0.45 0.14 566 12112 1510 5' 5, 6 16.5 9. 21 7.)9 -1.82 s 2.90 0.47 

-519 lll 19 1522 10,10,10. 6.6 8.13 8.95 0.82 u 0.18 o. 14 
520 11120 1040 1, 7 . 1 10.7 7. 17 8.92 1. 7 5 u 1. 55 0.25 KEY TO COLUMN Hf.AlllNCS, TA.BLE 2.1. 
521 11120 1133 10,10,10 7.2 7.20 8.91 1.11 u 2.75 0.54 Ob• I : Observation [nterval Nulllber. 
522 11/20 1340 10,10,10 9.0 7.)) 8.89 ' 1.56 u 0.98 0.27 Tiwe : Pacific Standard (PST • CHT- 8hrs.). 
52) 11120 1415 9, 9; 9 5.5 6.82 8.96 2. 14 u I. 28 0.36 Phocos: Denote~ number of photographs analysed by each operator 
524 11120 1520 9, 9, 9 7.5 1.10 8.93 1.83 u 0. 77 o. 22 in each intecval. 
525 11/20 1607 10, 9,10 7. 9 7.09 8.89 1.80 u 0.21 0.09 u : IHnd ~peed at IOm. elevation. 
526 11121 10 15 10,10,10 3.4 6 . 92 8 , 92 2.00 u 0.02 0.04 The Thermal Stability (TS) is expressed by the quantity AT which 
527 11121 1255 10,10,10 7.) 7.42 8.96 1.54 u 0.31 0.09 is the difference between the sea and air t emp~raturea (TII-Ta). 
528 11/21 1611 10 ,10, 10 7. 1 7.46 8.85 1. 39 u 0.50 0.1) U : Unstable , N : Near Neutral , S : Stable, 

with Near neutral defined aa ~0.4 < AT~ 0. 6•c. 
W is the percentage whitecap coverage averaged between all 
analysts, and Std. Dev. is the averaged standard deviat i on. 
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- 16 -Table 2.2 

JAStN 1978 : Whitecap Observations & Analyses Table 2.2 (co ntd) 

Obe . Time/O&te No. of photos Wind Se& Therm Ill llh 1 tecap Cover 
JAStN 1978 : Whitecap Ob servations & Analyses 

No. analysed Speed temp. Stab 111 ty Mean St . oev. 

403 1826 Jul. 31 6,6,6 .=..-- 1-JA- 0. 3 N- o.ooo5 o.ooo8 Obs . Time/Date No. of photos Wind Sea Thermal llhi tecap Cover 404 1725 Aug . I 8, 8, 8, 8 6.0 13.7 1. I u 0.0008 0.001\ No. analysed Speed temp. Stability Mean St . Dev . 405 1902 Aug. 1 6,6,6,.5,5 3. 0 13.9 1.4 u 0.0017 0.0027 456 1705 Sep. 5 10, 10,6 9. 1 12.5 0.5 N o. 0568 o . 0602) 
406 084 7 Aug. 2 9,9,9 5.0 13.6 1 1.6 u 0.0002 0.0002 457 0900 Sep . 6 8,10,9 7.9 12. 7 0 .2 N 0.0035 0.0046 
407 1038 Aug. 2 8,9,8 4.3 13.4 3.2 u 0.0024 0 .0033\ 458 1310 Sep. 6 15,14,11 10. 3 12.8 0.6 u o. 0082 o. 013~ 
408 1255 Aug. 2 13,12,13 5.8 13.4 3.0 u o . 0027 o. 00171 459 1545 Sep. 6 15, 9, 1.5 6.2 12.8 0 . 2 N 0 . 0009 0 . 0015 
409 1509 Aug. 2 12,12,12 6.2 13.4 2.9 u o. 0011 o. 0008\ 460 1850 Sep. 6 10, 13, 15 8.) 12.7 o. 1 N 0.0026 o. 01031 
410 1722 Aug. 2 8,9,8 5. 5 13.3 1.4 u o.ooo1 o.ooo5; 461 1205 Sep. 7 10, 10, 10 h -8---1-2.-1- 0.1 -- N -- o.oooo o.oooo 
411 1027 Aug. 3 10,10,10 4.5 I 3. 8 0.8 u o. 0015 0. 0020\ 462 I 345 Sep. 7 10,9,9 10.0 12.6 -!. 8 s 0.0238 0.02351 
412 1230 Aug. 3 7,8,7 4.0 13.9 1.3 u o. 0043 o. 0045 \ 463 1605 Sep. 7 10, 10 ,9 6.5 12.8 -<>. 4 s 0.0032 0.0028 
413 1440 Aug. 3 4,4,4 3.0 14.0 1.4 u 0.0001 0.0001 464 1805 Sep. 7 10, 10, 10 7. 5 12.7 -<>.4 s o. 0009 o. 00281 
414 1649 Aug. 3 5,5,5 4.0 14.0 I . 7 u 0.0009 0.0013 

465 1415 Sep. 8 9,10,10 4.7 12.7 o.o N 0.0016 0.0023 
415 1840 Aug. 3 6,3,3,3 4.8 14.0 1.8 u 0. 0009 0. 0009, 466 1625 Sep . 8 10 , 9, 10 6.2 12. 8 0.4 N o. 0004 o. 00091 
416 0855 Aug. 4 8, 8, 8 4.4 1). 6 'L 0.5 N o. 0005 o . 0004 , 467 0830 Sep . 9 8,9,9 8. 1 13.3 0.4 N 0.0009 0.0010 
417 1025 Aug . 4 7' 7' 7 2.5 13.6 ') o. 7 u o . 0001 o. 00021 468 1040 Sep. 9 10, 10,10 5. 4 13.3 -<>. 2 N o. 0006 o. 00081 
418 0734 Aug. 5 16,15,15 4.1 13.5 1.2 u 0.0016 0.0016 469 12.55 Sep. 9 5,4,5 4.3 13.0 b -<>. 3 N 0.0004 0. 0007 
419 0934 Aug. S 7,13,12 4 • .5 13.7 1.2 u 0.0042 0.0073' 470 0818 Sep.ll s, 5, 4, 5 14.4 13.4 1.0 u o. o814 o.o8o ~ 
420 1155 Aug. 5 10, 11,12 4. ) l). 7 1.4 u 0.0011 0.0011 471 1820 Sep .l) 10, 10, 15,9 9.2 14.0 0.6 u 0.0237 0 .0176 
421 1400 Aug . 5 10,10,8 3.0 13. 7 1. 3 u o. 0006 o. 001 o· 472 0852 Sep . 14 10, 15, 15, 14 ·-- --13.5 0 .9 u 0.0104 0.01911 
422 1545 Aug. 5 12,7 , 3,10 4.5 13.7 1.1 U · o. 0028 o. 0035 J 473 1050 Sep.l4 9,10,9 IS,J 13.9 1.3 u o. 0160 o. 01541 423 1840 Aug. 5 12,12,12 3.7 13.3 2.5 u 0.0009 0 . 00081 

474 1230 Sep. 14 9, 10,9 - n-;--6~ 1.5 u o. 0040 o. 004 ~ 
424 0814 Aug. 6 16,16,15,15 6.7 12.9 0.4 N 0.0034 0.0030 47.5 1345 Sep.14 10,10,10 10.9 13.5 0.7 u 0.0113 0. 0127 
425 I 023 Aug. 6 12,12,12 5.6 13. 1 0.7 u 0 .0018 0.0018 476 1450 Sep.14 9,10,10 10.4 13.2 o.s N 0.0102 0. 02511 
426 1250 Aug. 6 16,16, 16 5. 5 13.0 \ 0.8 u 0.0059 0.0071 427 1459 Aug. 6 16,16,16 5.1 12.9 1. 1 u o. 0049 o. 003 7' 428 1724 Aug. 6 11,12,4,12 4. 5 13.0 ~ 1.2 u 0.0033 0.0041 429 1919 Aug. 6 8, 14, 14,9 4.5 13.0 ~ 1. 3 u 0.0004 0.0005 430 0859 Aug. 7 14,14,2 4.9 13.1 I. 3 u 0.0016. 0.0019 431 l151 Aug. 7 ll,ll,ll,ll 4.9 13.2 1.0 u o.oo18 o.oo13· 433 1558 Aug. 7 17,17,16 4.7 13.2 1. 1 u 0.0010 0.0023 434 1823 Aug . 1 7,19,4 5.8 L3.2 1.9 u 0.0028 0.0038 436 0830 Aug. 8 10,13,15 4.0 12.9 1. 6 u 0.0009 0.0010 • 437 1038 Aug. 8 12,ll, 1.2 3.0 13.0 ~ 1.4 u o.ooo4 o.ooos · 438 1241 Aug. 8 12,14,2,14 3.2 13.0 '1 1.0 u 0.0025 0.0023 439 1537 Aug. 8 8,7,7 3.0 13.1 1.1 -u 0.0003 0.0007 440 1724 Aug. 8 1,1,1 3 • .5 13.2 1.2 u 0.0001 0.0001 441 1929 Aug. 8 9,9,3 ) • .5- - ·13.1 - 1. 3 u. o. 0000 o. 0001' 442 1225 Aug. 9 2, 5 • .5 3.0 13.3 1.8 u 0.0001 0.0002 444 1014 Aug.10 10,10,9 4.4 13.3 -o.1 N 0.0028 0.0027 445 1405 Aug.10 10.11,11 5.0 1).4 -o.5 s 0.0036 0.0020. 
446 1537 Aug.10 9,9,8 4.7 13.2 -o.5 s 0.0010 0.00251 447 1808 Aug.10 u.u.u 5 • .5 13.7 -{),) N o.ooo9 o.ooo8' 449 1001 Aug.ll 2.6,4 5 • .5 13.3 -o.8 s 0.0053 0.0066 451 1250 Sep. 4 10,13,10 8.0 12.9 -o.2 N 0.0074 0.0059 452 1425 Sep. 4 10,14.10 7. 3 12.9 -<>.6 s 0.0102 0.0229 453 1620 Sep. 4 1.5,1.5,14 9 • .5 12.9 0.3 K 0.009.5 o.ouo 454 1835 Sep. 4 9.9.10 1o.o 12.9 0.7 u o. 0149 o. 0331 ' 455 0810 Sep. 5 10, 15,10 13. 9 12.5 1.0 u 0.0331 0. 0240 



Table 2.4 

rw SURFACE 
MOD. 

TEMP. 
WARM 

TOTALS : 

Distribution of overall whitecap dataset followinq the c l assi

fication of sea-surface temperature, thermal stability ann 

wind speed definen in the text. 

'I'HP.RMAL R'I'AfHI.I'l'Y 
., 

LOW WIND SPF:F:D Hl(";H WINn SPF.F.n OVF.RA!,L nATASET 

u N s TOTI>.L u N s 'l'O'l'IIL !I N s 'l'O'l'AT.. 

25 3 0 28 29 9 1Q 0,7 54 12 19 AS 

35 14 6 55 7 3 1 1 1 42 17 7 66 

29 35 26 90 4 5 1 2 /.1 11 4 0 11! 1 1 1 

89 52 32 173 40 17 32 A9 129 6Q 64 262 

Figure 2.2 Distribution of the 262 whitecap observations from ~ION7 1 , TC73,JASIN 
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Table 2.3 : <'..anparison of corrlitions rl•Irirg <;'l'RF.X with those existi~ 

dur irg P:""' ious wtl i tP.Cap observ'l t ion experivoent.s . 

'fP.!'l-'\1\eter wirrl speoo l! (rry/sl 

D.l>.TA.Ser MEAN STO.OC:V. 1'\INI~lltl tW<II-U1 

I-ON71 6.92 3.00 0.60 17 .40 
TC73 6. 89 3.38 2.40 16.60 
JASIN 6.03 ?..81 2. 50 15.30 
S'l'REX 10.47 3.51 2.70 17./.0 

Sea surface temperature T {°C) w 

(}II.TASE'l' MF.AN SID.DEV. MIN!~IU'I MAXIMl.M 

l'Ol71 26. 58 3.82 17.40 30.55 
'l'C73 24.48 2.62 20.90 /.9 . 00 
JASIN 13.24 0.41 12.SO 14 . 00 
STREX 8 . 07 1. 71 5. 11 11. 11 

Sea-air tent:Jerature ClifferP.nce ur (°C) 

I'JA.TAS'E'l' MEAN S'ID. OEV. MilffiiU1 WVCit'l.t\ 

11:W71 0.216 1. 135 - 2. 40 3.15 
'l'C73 -o. 937 2.245 -£.40 1.60 
JASIN 0.835 0.911 - 1.60 3.20 
S'l'l®( 0.854 1.772 - 3.04 4 .35 

Fractional 'o'hitecao COYer<r:~e W 

D.l\TASel' MEAN S'lD. DEV. KINIMll'l ~Mll'l 

M:t(71 0.005 0 .010 0.000 0.076 
'l'C73 0. 007 0 . 014 0.000 0.073 
JASIN 0.006 0 .013 0 . 000 0. 081 
STREX 0. 015 0.013 0.000 0.0':19 
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f\fG(lF$5 I<l'l 1\HAL YS IS 

In t his r.haoter an a\gorithl'l, hased nn the COI'lfX'Site dataset 
is sought to relate w to the parit'1P.ters u, Tw arrl ur. Least s r:r1ar:es 

techniCJUE!S are f3Tiplo_ye<i to minimise the lllP.an squared error ("'SF.) , 

j£E ~ ~ (\'l . - W· ).Z. 1- l ~ (1) 
1 

with r:esoect to the coefficient:s ari! exronents on \ooh ich it is based. 
F.ach fo rm lP.aiS to a set of not'!"'al eouatio ns for these lJ1ll:n<'Jo,.lns . Here 
i\ is the aloebraic form of the ...nitecao C\ls<>rithn tnler test . 
01 occasion these equations may be solved <Hrectly. Otherwise iter-
ative techniques are employed in obtaining the solution. 

Previ011s work has concentrate<'! on the major deoerrlence evi<'lent 
in the data - that of W on U. 'llle alprithn hest s•Jited is of t he 

fot:m 
w ="' J3 (2) 

For this ann for other oower law fo'C!IIs i1111olvirg O['OOucts of fO~rs 
of U, T.., ard ur, a transfoonation into log-1C9 smce results in a 
multiple linear regression prd:llem. I t is not to be expect!rl that 
the result~ fit be the scsne as the direct solution in linear smce. 
'llle latter fot:m will be influenced to a ,gt'eater extent by the squared 
residuals of the higher W values . It should be noted that , ilue to the 
hi.Qh dEgree of scatt er in tre data , techniques such as lbbust Biweight 
Fit might be usefully emoloyed to reduce the influence of outlyirg 
points (Gaver, 1979) . 'Ihis i s not attemoted in the current \ooOrlt. 

An i.JmlErliate ilJ=Plication of a suitable a190rithm for 'o'hitecap 
COYerage \ooOUl.d be the inqxo.Tenent of our \<l)itecap Atlas derived fran 
tre data of Rellell!lall. Based on the 'IDF- 11 file of ship observations, 
Hellet111an arrl a::Jsenstein ( 1983) have canoutecl for each 2°x2° square 

of the world ocean the mean , by nonth, of several !I"CCIlent s of wird speei 

\ 



and thermal stability, 

_3 . 4 
u- , u 
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_ _c; 3 'L_.2 4 , u- , u or , 1rw- , u Cl!. 

'It>e p=eli111inary Atlas, inclm~ in the last )!o;lnual Peoort I t.nnahan E't 

al., 1983, Chaoter Sl, was based on an algorithll ~o.tlere t? alone is 

a predictor of fractional loottitecap COleragP.. Seo1eral useful resuJ.ts 

have since been based on this treat:Jroent of the flelletman data. The 

fluxes of IIICISS 1 salt ard electric charge into the atJrOSfi'ere frcrn 

IHh itecap produced aerosol Particles have been estimaterl ( 1-'onahan ard 

Spillane, 19A3b), aoo the role of whitecaps in air-sea oas exchar'9e 

has been considered (M:>nahan ard Spillane, 1983a, included in Ot"e-

print form in this re!X>rt). The pr:esent version of the Atlas is also 

beir:9 used to estimate the contribution of. whitecaps to oceanic alt::ledo 

(Stabeno, 1983, in preparation: see Olapter 6 of this reoort). 

It is hoped that the CXlfU!iderable enhancement of the overall 

dataset of loottitecap observations, due to the S'l'Rfl( results will allow 

an iroPI':oved Atlas to be JXO:luced. This will be .based on an alqorithm 

involv~ the P.elleDI\an mcrnents. A preliminary foDII of such an alg:>r

itnn is rep:>rted below. 

RESULTS 

The least squares technique based on equation ( 1) is first applied 

to power law depemence in the fx>DII of equation ( 2). 'Ihe best fit is 

obtained (i.e. the smallest mean~ error, MSE) ..tlen each temper

ature class is treated separately, as follow:s: 

[

9.279x10-S !?·112 , COID (STREX) 

W(U) • 4. 755x10"'5 u2.5~ , ~ (JASIN) 

3.301x10~ u3·479 , WARt (!Of71-YIC73) 

(3) 

'Ihe OYerall MSE for this piecewise fit is 7.76x1o-5• This is sane 10\ 
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of an iJ.ltXovement on the hest sinole fit to the 211 nata mints: 

t~(UJ " 2.692x1o-5 
0 2.625 MSE = 8.56x10-S. 

'ftlere -.ould aooear to be a trend with temperature of the p:>wer la..,. fit. 

An alternate p=ocedure is to p=oouce a fit for each thermal stability 

catP.gorv: 

[

1.410x10-5 u2·A91 

W(Ul " 5.682x10-s 02.890 

B.018x10-s 02.200 

STI\BLE 

, NEAH NEl!I'PAL 

UNSThBLE 

This is a \X)Orer oiecewise fit with a CO'IIbined l".c;F. o f l\.37x10-s. 

(4) 

The impt"ovement in I-4SE of pieC'e';lise algorithms over the s~le 

function form s1.9gest that T..., or l'JI' be a:"lded as irdeperdent variahles . 

This was atte111oterj in a pt"cdoct of rower law tP.r:ms as follows 

W(U,X) • A JB XC 

where X rept:esent-.s either T..., or or. The hest fit obtainer'! in this form 

for the c:arOined dataset of 231 cases has T"' raised to the ~r of 

0.233 with a mean SCI.lared error of 8.27 x 10-5 • ~ile this is SCI'Iewhat 

of _an i.mpt"ovl'tllent on the t:Cevious s~le function, it does not canoare 

well with the piecewise algorithm (3). \ollen or is used as the seccn'l 

iroeperdent variable, this functional foDII does not lead to a useful 

al,gori ttrn. 

The next foDIIS tested are 

W(U,X) • (A+ BX) tf 

where again X is either Tw or 171', and the three variable version 

l'f(U,Tw,l7l') • (~ + BTW + C.IJI') rf 

For the 231 data cases the ref)ulti.rQ al30rittrns are 
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1-1 = 1.459xto-5(t + o.o.0236T) u2· 766 w 

W = 2.784x10-S(1 - 0.0369Vl'l u2
·610 

.r~E;= 8.26x10-s 

-5 ,MSP.= 8.44x1C (5\ 

W = 1.576x10-511 + 0.0207T - 0.02950TlU
2

· 745 ,MS~ 8.21x10-5 w 

Aoain Tw see!lls to have a greater influence than r:t.r. The added effect of 
OT in the latter is unlikely to be sianificant, though no statistical 
tests have been <levised to place confidence limits on the ['f1' coefficiP.nt. 
Its nEl!Jative sign is oot in aareenent with the exoectation that whitecap 
co.~er~e toe enhanced in unstilble coroitions (~nahan, 19119) . 'The oiece-
wise alqoritlln ( 4) does sh::lw the exoecte'l hehaviour over rrost of the 
wirrl speed ranqe for which <lata is availahle. It is rossible that 
the ne<1ative coefficient of rtr in eauations 15) merely reflects the 
neQative correlation between T..., arrl rrr evident in the nataset as a 

whole. 

The fl.l"lctional fo= tested cbole are disaP!X)intina in their 
influence on the mean sauared error. Other variants on the ~r law 

fom were tested 

W '"' A (ll - n
0

)R 

W • A rJ3 + CTW + O.or 

the former reflectinq the p:>ssible effect of a thresrold wirrlspeed 
for ..taitecap foonation, ard the latter a temperature or stability 
deperrlenoe of the p:>wer law exponent. Neither of these fotliiS effect 
an improvement of the mean squared error. 

'lhe foonat of the Hellerman data su:Jqest another avenue of 
apFCoac:h, with a SUII!Iation of p:~lynanial teens in o, Tw ard or. 
'lhe best sin:Jle Mction fot111 resultinl fran this awroach is 
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to/= 1.1 14x10-4u2-3.463x1Q-7u3T +3.620x1Q-8u4T w w 

with a MSP. of 8 -03 x 10-s. A. piecewise fit, divided into thP.rmal 
stability categories has the best mean sauared error to date 

w w W = 3.281x1o-Bu\6.492x10-0r?rtr+4.957x10-SU)I:Jr'L , I~A.R l'lE't!!'PAL [
1.453x10- 5u3-1.1B4x10-~3T +4. 790x10-Bu3.y."2. , STJIBLe 

Ilia) 
1. 918x 1 o-5u3 -s. 4 24x 1 o-7U41JI'+-1 . 037x 1 n-'\,~rrr , l~STABLe 

'The 1'15£ of 6.95 x 10-5 is an 11~ iJTiprovell'ent on that associaterl with 
the piecewise W(U) fit of equation ( 3). It is noteo.orthv too that onlv 
in the stable category are p:>lynanial tetl"ls imolved that do not aopear 
in the Helle011an nata . If this branch of the fit is reolace'l with the 
following, sliahtly less favorable version 

-'i..3 -fi __ 1 -7 'L _, W 2 1.506x10 · u.+4.808x10 UIQT+9.982x10 lr~ , S~L£ 

the resultirn piecewise algorithn, whose f"S£ is 7.33 x 10-5 , can be 
used in conjunction with the Hellerman data to pt:crluce an i.m"\TOJed 
~itecao Atlas. Q-\e feature of this algorithn nee'ls carrrent. rue to 

. the negative coefficient of the u4DT te~ in the unstable branch, a 
spurious peak in -.hitecap coveraqe aj¥arS. Pbr highly unstable cases 
([11'>2°C) Wdecreases for wirrls exceediJE 12-15 m/s. 'This is likelv -iue 
to the sparceness of the data at high wirrl speeds -.ttich limits the 
r~e over -.hic:h any algcrithn is likely to have validity. It is to 
be hqped that future OOditiDns to the data will rEI!OVe this unreal 
feature of the (ll:esent best aljOrithn. 

rotO.l5ICN 

'lhe list~s above of the S'mEX arrl JJ\SIN data are the final 
versions, re~esentina at least three iMeperrlent analyses for each 

(1\b) 
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case. The ..tlite<::ap algorithms dPrivf!<i are <Ul based on least SCJU<rres 

in the fern of e<juation ( 1), for those 231 cases (of the 262 total) 

for ..tlich whitecap co.>ere19e WI\S in excess of. Q.QQ8\ • \b atternot ha.'l 

heen ~e to quantify the statistical si3niEicanoe to be associaterl 

with the various coefficients. !:\le to the norrunifoCl\ distrihution 

of the rlata, stardard tests 11111_y be invalirl so that I"'re rletailed 

analysis ls required, be)OrP the scope of this ccntrihution. The hest 

fit alqorit:rol, in the sense of least S<JUiires, is ~oviJ:led by eauati.on 

(na). It is notable t:hol.9h• that with t:M rrodifkati.on to the stable 

braoch ,xovided by equation (lib), an al~ritivn N.sed solely on data 

rn:ments incl~~ in the Hellecnan tapes results , ...nose meilrl sauared 

error is only sliqhtl y inferior. The latter fotm will he u~ in the 

coni'!) year to ~Jl:rlate the lltlitecap Atlas, an:l im~OYe on the various 

predicti.o~ such an Atlas allow. 

~ 

'l'he additionAl \oh itecAP ~ yses ircll.lled in the t.¥>les aboYe 

~re P1illde by B. CUlly, M. Luibheld, T. Luibheld, M. L)IOOS ard S. 0' 

Fla~an. 'l'he sb.dy of ..nitecape am their influence on the marine 

envirortlleflt ot U'liversity Colleqe, Gahey is bein3 ~rted by the 

u.s. Offi~ of Naval P!e&eardl, Ckllllt t 'N00014-78~0S2. 
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THE ROLE OF OCEANIC WHITECAPS IN AIR-SEA 
GAS EXCHANGE 

Edward C. Monahan and Michael c. Spillane 

Department of Oceanography 
University College 

Galway, Ireland 

ABSTRACT 

The currently available oceanic piston veloc ities, based on radon profiles, and the Galway climatological atlas of world ocean whitecap coverage, have been combined to demonstrate that a statistically significant correlation exists between piston velocity and whitecap coverage. This result is in accord with a simple model of gas transfer in which the sole effective path for sea-to-air gas transfer is via isolated turbulent whitecap vents. The effective piston velocity was found to be equal to 2.3 + 1.25 x lo-3u3 m/day, where U is the lOm-elevation wind speed in ms-1. 

INTRODUCTION 

While the phenomenon of whitecapping has long retained our interest (e.g., Monahan, 1969, Monahan and O'Muircheartaigh, 1980), it has only been recently, had as a consequence of two specific items, that our attention has been drawn to the role of oceanic whitecaps in air-sea gas exchange. We were first alerted to the possible significance of whitecaps in gas transfer by our readings of Kerman (1980), in which he proposed that •gas transfer Cis~ proportional to areal extent of breaking waves• . Subsequently, we were struck forcefully by the pronounced similarities we saw between the preliminary contour chart of North Atlantic piston velocities derived by the Lamont- Doherty workers from the radon measurements made at the 1981 TTO (Transient Tracers in the Ocean) stations and presented at the recent NATO Advanced Study Institute on •Air-Sea Exchange of Gases and Particles• in Durham, New Hampshire (W.M. Smethie, poster paper, 1982), and our own contour charts of mean whitecap coverage for the relevant months based on the wind statistics determined by S. Hellerman (personal communication, 1980) a£ the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, from the TDF.-11 tapes. 

.. , 
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THE MODEL 

Our model for air-sea gas exchange begins with an ocean capped with a near-laminar surface layer which presents a high impedance to gas transfer. The relativ ely ineffective process of molecular diffusion is called upon to transfer gas through this top-most, viscous, sub-layer or skin of the ocean. When the meteorological conditions are such that whitecaps are present, t hen each such whitecap is perceived to act as a low impedance vent which has been punched through the laminar surface layer. The low impedance nature of the whitecap patch is due to the strong turbulence present in such an area which destroys the laminar surface layer (Kanwisher, l963a) and permits the much more effective mechanism of eddy diffusion to transfer gas from the body o f the liquid right to its very surface. The turbulence associated with whitecaps has been documented with observations in a wind flume by Donelan (1978), and is emphasi~ed in the elegant hydrodynamic discussion of Kerman (1980) . Recognition that the bubble-roughened surface of a whitecap should be effective in instigating boundary layer separation in the overlying airflow (Banner and Melville, 1976) completes the picture of the whitecap as a vent in which by turbulent transport through the boundaries of both media gas can be effectively transferred between the interiors of the two fluids . (This additional role of the whitecap in loca lly destroying the viscous sub-layer in the atmosphere is not central to our model since it is the laminar surface layer in the ocean which presents the greatest impediment to air-sea gas exchange.) The whitecap as a v ent, or chimney, is depicted schematically in Fig.l. It should be noted that we perceive the bubbles primarily as stirring devices, recognizing that the potential energy released as they float towards the surface sustains the turbulent mixing induced in the first instance by the plunging or spilling wave that produced the whitecap (Monahan, et al, 1983). The significance of these bubbles as gas vacuoles across whose walls gas transfer takes place has been considered by a number of workers (e.g., Kanwisher, 1963a, Thorpe, 1982). From a consideration of bubbles as gas transport elements Broecker (1983) has concluded that they can enhance the rate of water-air gas transfer, i.e. increase the piston velocity, by 33 to SO\. 
Our model is readily amenable to mathematical formulation. In Eq.l ke is the effective piston velocity, km is the piston 

ke ~ km(l-W)+ktW (1) 
velocity identified with gas evasion via molecular diffusion through an omnipresent viscous surface sub-layer, k is the piston velocity associated with gas transfer through a turbulent whitecap vent, and W is the fraction of the sea surface covered by whitecaps. An alternative expression consistent with our physical model is given as Eq . l, where Z is the apparent thickness of the viscous . a 

' 
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Fig.l. Vertical section through a portion of the sea surface 
containing a whitecap. Note bubbles rising towards, and 

· momentarily resting at, the sea surface. Dots represent spray 
particles produced by the bursting of the whitecap bubbles. 
Stippled zones correspond to portions of the undisturbed viscous 
ocean surface sub-layer through which gas transfer is solely by 
molecular diffusion. Hatching delineates regions where 
undisturbed laminar boundary layer is present in the atmosphere. 

z 
a 

. z z 
m t 

Zt \l:::W) +ZmW (2) 

boundary layer, z is the thickness of the stagnant film, or 
viscous sub-layer~ in non-whitecap areas, Zt in keeping with the 
formalism of this convention is the stagnane film thickness in 
the turbulent whitecap regions (where in fact there can exist no 
such viscous layer), and W is as defined previously. .Since 
n~lecular diffusion is a much weaker gas transport mechanism than 
turbulent diffusion we can rest assured that Xm will prove to be 
much smaller than kt, and conversely, that Zm will be found to 
be much larger than Zt· 

The wind dependence of the effective piston velocity, ke, can 
be made explicit by substituting for W in Eq.l the optimal power
law description of the wind dependence of oceanic whitecap 
coverage determined by Monahan and 0 1 Muircheartaigh (1980) and 
given in Eq.3. In this W(U) expression, which resulted from the 
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W = 3 . 84 X 10-60 3.41 (3) 

application of the techniqu~ of robust biweight fitting to the 
whitec ap-wind data sets ~f Monahan (1971) and Toba and Chaen 
(1973), 0 represents the lOm-elevation wind speed expressed in 
ms-1. The resulting ke(O) expression is given by Eq.4. The 

k = k + 3.84 X l0-
6

(kt-k )o3 · 41 
(4) e m m 

cubic expression for W(U) given in Eq.S (Monahan, 1980) will 

W = 1.12 X 10-50 3 
(5) 

henceforth be adopted to facilitate certain computatio ns we wish 
to present. The use of this cubic form of W{O) in lieu of Eq.3, 
which leads to Eq . 6 as an alternative to Eq.4, represents the 

ke ~km+ 1.12 x lo- 5 {kt-km)o
3 

(6) 

substitution of only a slightly less ideal summary of the 
aforementioned whitecap-wind data sets. It can be shown that 
there is a less than 4% increase in the mean-squared-error when 
Eq.S is used in place of Eq.3 to describe these data sets . 

REPORTED WIND DEPENDENCE OF k 
e 

The results of early gas exchange experiments carried out 
with a small laboratory tank (Kanwisher, l963a) suggested that k 
was proportional to u2, and the measurements obtained during e 
more recent studies in which wind-wave flumes were used (e.g., 
the work of H.-c. Broecker, J. Petermann, and w. Siems, quoted 
in Peng, et al, 1979; and Merlivat and Memery, 1983) have been 
interpreted as indicating that k was linearly proportional to 
U. Do these laboratory observaiions, all indicating a much 
lower wind dependence for ke than is incorporated in Eq.4, 
invalidate our model? 

It is our contention that the laboratory results are not 
directly applicable to the open ocean, and thus do not rule out 
the whitecap vent model for gas exchange. Kanwisher (1963b) 
pointed out that "Tank experiments on gas exchange leave much 
to be desired when interpreting the analogous situation in nature". 
It is indeed difficult to validly model interfacial phenomena 
in even the large wind-wave flumes now available. The marked 
difficulty encountered in achieving with a particular air speed 
in these flumes the sea state, •wave age•, or value of the 
dimensionless quantity obtained b~ dividing the product of the 
friction velocity and the significant wave length by the 
kinematic viscosity of air (Toba, 19721 1973; Toba and Chaen, 
1973), that would characterise the open sea at the same wind 
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speed is well known . The cqmplications that a s a result arise when one tries to relate spray produc tion from bursting bubbles and wave disruption as measured in a wind-wave flume with spray generation at sea has been disc ussed by Wang and Street (1978) and wu (1982) among others. Several workers have even resorted to agents o the r than the wind to produce bubble patches (e . g . , Cipriano and Blanchard, 1981; Monahan, et al, 1982) so as to avoid these scaling difficulties. We have conc l uded therefore that open ocean piston velocity measurements, in spite of their experimental shortcomings, represent the most suitable data base for the testing o f gas exchange models such as the whitecap vent one. 

WIND DEPENDENCE OF ke FROM FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
Conside ring gas transfer rates deduced for the Gulf of Alaska (Ocean Station PAPA; 50~, l45°W) from eleven radon profiles, and for the Atlantic Ocean east of Barbados (BOMEX site; lSON, 56°W) from another set of radon profiles, Broecker and Peng (1974), and Peng, et al (1974), concluded that these open ocean results supported Kanwisher's (1963a) early laboratory finding that k was proportional to u2. e Subsequently, Peng, et al (1979) found no clear relationship between the numerous radon evasion rates determined from the Atlantic and Pacific GEOSECS station radon profiles and the winds as recorded aboard ship. We felt that this extensive GEOSECS data set was worthy of more detailed analysi s . Indeed, these data, together with some preliminary results from the Transient Tracers' in the Ocean experiment (Smethie, personal coliUiiunication) were chosen for use in evaluating our model. 
For 78 of the 90 GEOSECS stations, estimates are given for the mean winds, observed aboard ship during the 24 hour period preceeding the profile (U24l, and f or the period 24 to 48 hours preceeding the profile (U48) • Unfortunately this information is not available as yet for the TTO stations. An aspec t of the whitecap research at University College Galway, has been directed towards the compilation of an atlas of world whitecap coverage. Near surface oceanographic and meteorological observations from ships of passage are maintained by the National Climate Centre at Asheville, North Carolina in the TDF-11 data file. Some 32 . 3 million observations from the period 1850 to 1976 have been summarised by s. Hellerman (personal communication, 1980), and are used in conjunction with the file of whitecap data maintained at U.C.G. to derive a 2° x 2° grid of climatological whitecap estimates by month for the world ocean. The current version of this atlas is based on the climatological mean cube of the wind speed. For each GEOSECS and TTO station we have --extracted from our charts the values of whitecap coverage and ~ appropriate to its date and location. In Fig.2, piston velocity, ke, is plotted against climatological whitecap coverage, w. Preliminary piston velocity estimates from the TTO data set that 
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Fig . 2. Dependence of piston velocity, corrected to 20°C, on the c limatological whitecap coverage. Data from the GEOSECS experiment are indicated by squares, while circles indicate preliminary TTO results. 

exceed by more than 50\. the maximum observed during the GEOSECS experiment have been excluded. 

RESULTS 

It follows from Eq.6, and from the argument of Peng, et al (1979) that the average response time of the oceanic radon profile is about four days, that the radon piston velocity, k , should be closely related to the mean, ~aken over the preceding 96 hours, of the cube of the hourly winds, 036 • Unfortunately, the necessary, length of wind record 1a in all cases lacking . But a regression analysis on the data from the 78 stations for which complete parameter sets (ke,u24 ,u48 ,U3) are available was carried • 
• 4 • 
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out, and the results are presented in Table 1. The squared 

Table 1. Results of regression ~alysis of the dependence of 
piston velocity (corrected to 20 C) on various measures of wind 
activity, defined in the text. The significance level gives the 
probability that the observed correlation coefficient could have 
resulted from the sampling of an uncorrelated process. 

I NDEPENDENT 
VARIABLE 

~ 
0 24 

2 
0 24 

3 0 24 

0 48 
2 

0 48 
3 0 48 

CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 

0.162 

0.073 

0.061 

0.047 

0.017 

0.012 

0.006 

SIGNIFICANCE 
LEVEL 

0.03% 

l. 66% 

3.53\ 

5.76% 

24.88% 

34.19\ 

48.89\ 

cor~elation r 2 gives the fraction of the overall variance explained 
by the least squares regression line. It is seen to be greatest 
for the climatological mean cube of wind speed, which is used here 
as an estimator of whitecap coverage, following Eq.5. The low 
significance level for this regression indicates that it is 
highly unlikely that the observed correlation is spurious. 
Significant, thouq·h less remarkable correlations are found for 
various powers of u24 , while the correlation between piston 
velocity and u

4
R is weaker still. The latter may be the result 

of the average ~ime on station being less than 24 hours, so that 
much of the wind data going into the U estimate was obtained 
at some distance from the profile loca!~on . In a multiple 
regression, with independent variables~. 024r 048• there is no 
significant improvement to the prediction of piston velocity 
due to the addition of the latter two parameters. · 

Thus it may be said that,~ the available measures of wind 
activity, the climatological U value provides the best descriptor 
of piston velocity. 

The appropriate test of the power-law wind-dependence of the 
piston velocity can not be ca~ied out, as that would requir~ 
a knowledge of Og6, ~6 , and ~96 • While recogn.!ling that Oi.f 
is not the same as ~:u(and u14 is not equal to uJ, etc.), 
it is none-the-less ~haps worth noting that the2~orrelation 
coefficients in Table 1 demonstrate a trend, falling off slightly 
with increasing power of Uu (or u48>. 

Based on the above results we now compute the best fit to the 
combined GEOSECS and TTO observations (145 cases), in the form of 
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Eq.6. The resulting expression appears as Eq.7. 

-J=r 2 
The value for 

ke 3 2.304 + 1.253 x 10 0 , r 3 0.073 (7) 

k , the piston velocity associated with molecular diffusion, with 
i~s 95\ confidence range, is 2.3+0.6 m/day, while the value for 
kt, the turbulent . diffusion (whitecap vent) piston velocity, 
and its 95\ccnfid~nce band is 114.2+65 .9 m/day. 

In Fig.3 the radon evasion resuits in the North Atlantic from 
both the GEOSECS and TTO experiments are compared with our 
whitecap coverage estimates, The station locations are shown in 
the first panel. In the centre panel the piston velocities 
have been manually contoured. The final panel was obtained by 
weighting the whitecap distribution for each month of our atlas, 
in proportion to the number of radon profiles taken in that 
month. The similarity in the shape of the contours and in the 
ratio of maximum to minimum values in these charts is, as mentioned 
at the outset, suggestive of an inter--dependence of piston velocity 
and climatological whitecap coverage. 

Further insights into the wind-dependence of k can be gleaned 
from the large collection of gas evasion values ob~ained from 
measurements in lakes, oceans, and laboratory tanks, that have 
been summarised in Fig.4 of Emerson (1975). In this graphical 
representation the apparent stagnant layer thickness, Z , which 
is inversely proportional to k , was plotted versus u, ~he 
lOom-elevation wind speed. pijng, et al (1979) , apparently by 
fitting a straight line to the data on this semi-logarithmic 
representation, concluded that k~ could be described as in Eq.8. 
By applying the technique of ordinary least squares to the 37 

ke - ceo. 50 
(8) 

' 
values of ln Za(u) that remained when all measurements where u 
wa ·s less than 2ms-l (i . e , U less than )ms-1) were excluded, we 
obtained Eq.9. Using the wind profiles presented in Fig.37 of 

ke .. ce0.4u 
(9) 

Roll (1965) as the basis for extrapolating the winds from lOom 
to lOm, we were then able to obtain Eq.lO from these same data. 

k "' ce0,27'P e . {10) 

More pertinently, we have determined by the same ordinary least 
squares method that the best power-law description of these data 
is given by Eq.ll, and that the mean squared error in describing 

k
8 

.. cu2 .58 
(ll) 

the data set in this manner· is 4.8t less than when Eq.lO is used. 
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CONCLUSION 

The gas evasion rates deduced from the oceanic radon profiles 
taken at the numerous GEOSECS and TTO stations are consistent 
with the model, developed from a suggestion of Kerman (1980), 
in which the only effective avenues of gas transfer between the 
interior of the ocean and the atmosphere are the whitecap vents 
or ducts. There is a statistically significant correlation 
between the effective piston velocities deduced from the oceanic 
radon profiles and the c limatological mean whitecap coverage 
values for the partinent regions and months. The nature of the 
currently available radon measurements and associated meteorological 
data are such that it can not yet be determined whether the open 
ocean pisto n velocity is approximately proportional to a+bu3 
as the whitecap vent model (Eq.6) would suggest, or shows a 
lesser functional dependence upon wind speed as has been 
inferred by a number of workers from a variety of l a boratory 
tank measurements . 
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CifAPTER 4. 

AEROSOL AND ASSOCIATED MEASUREMENTS 

AT 

GORT NA gCAPALL FIELO STATION 

by David Doyle and Peter Bowyer 

INTRODUCTION : 

The Physical Oceanosraphy Unit of Universi~ 

Colleoe Galway are involved in a continuin3 or09ramrne of 

research into the influence of oceanic whitecaps on the 

marine atmosPhere. As part of this stu~y an island field 

station was estahlishe~ on Inishmore Co. Galway in the 

summer of 1979 (Monahan et al. 1982). Since that time a 

considerable amount of aerosol and associated data have 

been collected at the site. 

The field station is located on the windward shore 

of Inishmore. It is comprised of a fifty foot lattice 

mast and an adjoininq instrument shelter, with power 

bein9 derived from a 2kW LISTER generator (Fias. 1 and 2). 

The instrument probes and sensors are mounted on the mast. 

The chart recorders and data processors are house~ in the 

shelter which also has seatin3 accommodation for two to 

three operators. The station is situated in a barren 

limestone field about 500m. from the small villaae of 

Gort na qCapall and five kilometers due west of the main 

population centre and port of Kilronan. 
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INSTRllMENTATION ON INISHI".ORE 

For aerosol ~easurements to have any relevance 

they must he viewe~ in the context of the ~eteorolooical 

conditions orevailino at the ti~e 0f their collection. 

The followin~ meteoroloaical parameters were monitored 

at reaular intervals during each collection period at the 

station: 

10!11. elevation wind speed (U10l, 

Wind direction, 

Relative Humidity (RH), 

Air Temperature (Tal· 

Time of day etc. was noted, 

and, where approoriate, sea-state, tide level and local 

surf zone extent were recorded, either visually or, less 

commonly, on film. Wider scale weather conditions were 

also taken into consideration. 

The standard aerosol oarticle measurina device 

was a ROYCO aerosol counter model 225. This instrument 

consists of a mainframe unit, containino the orocessino ' . 
electronics, and a separate optical sensor unit model 

241. The units are connected via a vacuum line, clean

sheath air return and a sianal/control cable. The main

frame instrument is housed in the shelter, while the 

sensor is mounted on the tower in a protective cover. 

This allows the sample intake hose to extend to the six 

meter level on the tower, which is about 25m. above 

mean sea level. 
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The ROYCO counter will measure particles of 

O.Sum. diameter and larger, in concentrations of 3.5 X 
9 

10 per cubic meter. For all experi~ents on Inishmore 

aerosol concentrations were mea~ured in the size ranses 

0.5 - S.Oum. diam. for channel I and S.Oum . diam. for 

channel 2. Count intervals were usually of 60 se ·ends 

duration but JOs. and 300s . averages were sometimes 

taken, nepe nd inq on the circumstances. 

An Oholenskv Filter was used to ~easure soace 

charse density. It was mounted in a piece of 4 inch 

WAVIN pipe. ~his was attached to a hracket which also 

held the electro~eter, placed underneath the filter 

in a waterproof box. The bracket was holted to the 

tower at a heiqht of .S. Sm, close to the inlet of the 

particle counter. Air was drawn throuah the filter hy 

a vacuum pump at 9round level, and the output from the 

electrometer displayed on a chart recorder in the hut. 

Durin9 the February 19R2 trip, the electrometer and 

filter were kept in the hut, a~ air was ducted throuqh 

a length of 10cm diam. flexible P.v.c. tubinq, with a 

small loss of space charge in the tube, and a consider

able savin9 in time and effort. 

A Gerdien Condenser was attached to the inlet pipe 

of the particle counter at one staqe in March '82. This 

is a cylindrical condenser throuqh which the air was 

drawn. A knolffl volt~e applied betwe.en the plates will 

remove particles of a hi9h enouqh electrical mobility, 
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ann so reduce the particle count, thus enablins a rouah 

idea of the size vs. electrical mobility relationship 

to be found. 

(Specifications of all instrument are aiven in 

Appenrl ix I). 

There now follows a descriotive log of the 

exPeriments performed at the station durina the past 

year. Some oreliminary results , as obtained from the 

collected data are also oresented. 

\ 
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LOG OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

May-June '62: Durins this oeriod the chart recorders and 

samolins e~uip~ent wher.P. overhaulP.Q in the 

lahoratory. The RO¥CO aerosol counter ~hi ch han been ~P.nt 

to the manu~acturers in En9lann for reoairs was returned 

in full ~orkino order. 

20- 24 July 1982: D. Ooyle, J . Taper ann P. Bowyer 

travelled to the field station for the 

data collection an~ maintenance trip GNG11. On the 22nd, 

Dr . T. o•connor of the Physics Oe~t. u. C. G. arrived to 

participate in a one-~ay exoeriment . Several hours of 

aerosol, electric charge and meteorolooical measurements 

were taken. However, while it had ~een hoped to use the 

Nollan/Pollak counter simultaneously with the gathering 

of the other readin3s this did not prove practicable. 

The usual paintin9 and cleanin9 work was also performed. 

13 - 20 Nov. 1982: D. Ooyle, P. Bowyer and J. Taper 

travelled to Inishmore for the extended data 

collection trip GNG12. From the 15th . to 18th. several 

hundred aerosol, electric char.qe, and the usual ran3e 

of meterological ~easurements were taken . These were per

fQrmed in a broad ran9e of conditions in an effort to 

establish the influence on the results of such . phenomena 
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as rain sho~ers, sur.f-zone sor~y, ann non-isokinetic 

sampling in hi9h win~ speeds. During this period several 

se9uences of phot09raphs were taken of both the sea-state 

ann the state of the nearhy surf-zone. An attemQt is bein9 

made to correlate these various factors. 

19 - 26 feb. 1983: D. Doyle ann P. Bowyer travelled to 

Inish~ore for the data collection and ~aintenance 

trip GNG13. On the 21st. D. Dovle ann Dr. P. ~acCarthv 

of the Botany ·Dept. U. c. G., 3ave a talk to the senior 

science class of the Technical s chool at Kilronan. The 

talk covered the work of the Oceanooraohy and Botany 

Departments on Inishmore as well as a 3eneral exploration 

of the natural history of the Island. 

J. Taoer ioined the party on the 23rd with some 

additional equipment. Durio9 the entire period of the 

field trip winds remained easterly. Winds from this quar

ter are most unsuitable, beins offshore, for our sampling 

purposes. However, several hours of measurements were 

taken for comparison with results more representative of 

ocean conditions. Routine maintenance work was also per

formed. 

' 
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RESULTS 

Fias. 3 and 4 show ti~e series of soace charae density 

and aerosol concentration for data collected on March 

19th. an~ ·22no. 19~2. There is a clear correlation 

between them over Periods of less than one hour. The 

~ata for the whole week are olotte~ anainst each other 

in fias. 6 and 7. The relationshiP is not so strikina 

over the week, oossibly nue to variations in other 

factors, e.q. turbulence levels at the site, hut there 

is still a correlation coefficient of 0.8. 

The rinaeo results in fias. 6 and 7 show the 

effect of a shower, readinqs obtained after the shower 

beinq closely qrouPed, and down by a factor of two on 

readinqs taken beforehand. 

The March results contrast with the July and 

February readinqs. Time series for the July trip are 

shown in fiq. 5. The first part of the fiaure corres

ponds to on- or lona-shore breezes. Space charqe and 

aerosol readinas are both less than in March (when 

the windspeed and the seastate were both hiaher). The 

aerosol readinqs in particular are lower, calm, anti

cyclonic conditions havinq prevailed for a week. Some 

variation and correlation can be observed in this 

period, while after the breeze turns offshore, all 

readinqs become more stable and diminish. 

The electrical mobility of the aerosols (fiq. 8) 
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indicates that while most Particles of ~iameter 5 

microns are sinqly charqed, the laraer Particles are 

aenerally ~ultiply charaed, thouah the measurements 

were not sensitive enouqh to determine exactly their 

charae. ~ore sensitive experi~ents will be carried 

out to elucidate this ooint. 

~e believe that these results are Probably caused 

by aerosols oroduced in the surf . zone, the laraer ( 5 

micron) particles beinq iet drops which carry quite 

hiah charaes. These recently Produced particles will 

not have had time to equilibrate with the atmosohere 

and so should manifest a strona relationshiP hetween 

charae and size, absent in older continental aerosols. 
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APPENDIX I. 

INSTRUMENTS 

Wind Speed I Monro (London) cup 9enerator a nemo

meter 1~124 . 

Wind Speed Inrlicatorl Initially a Mu nro ~ark II 

velocity indicator dial was used hut ~o re 

recently tne anewometer has been connecten 

to one channel of a Phillips ~hart recorder 

PM8221 . The dial is now used as a bac~up. 

Wind Direction ' ! Various visual technio ue s were 

used until a ' home made' wind v~ne wa s con-

structerl in the lab. This ins trument while 

uncomplicated is sensitive enou9h for our 

purposes. 

Relative Humidity and Air Temperature 1 

Hunro .~ling psychrorneter and Cassela Thermo

hyoro9raph (T9154) in a meteorological screen. 

Aerosol particle measurin9 devices I 

ROYCO particle measuring counter (rnoqel 225) 

with plug-in module (model 519) and optical 

sensor (model 241) . 

Space Charq~l An Obolensky filter (Honahan et al., 

1981) is used. This is an air filter whic h is 

connected to a KEITHLEY t~02 electrometer. 

As the air passes throuqh the filter the space 

char9e is 'captured' a nd a correspondiOS current 

is registered on the electrometer. 
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Figure 6 . 

Aerosol Concentratio n Versus Space 

Char3e Density, Particle Diameter ~5 Microns . 

Fi9ure 7. 

As Figure 6, Particle Diameter 

Between O.S ·And 5 Microns. 
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Fiaure (1. 

Particle Concentration in Air 
Af.ter Passing Through A Gerdien Conden~er. Data 
Taken At 200 V Intervals. The Initial Steep 
Slope For The > 5 ~icron Particles Indicates 
Multiple Chargin_g. 
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Ct\APTER 5 . 

~ew Est igate of The Space Charge 

Produced by a ~hitecap ln The 

Laboratory. 

(Tenperature Dependence) 

by Peter A. Bowyer 

Introduc tion 

Previous estimates (I) of the total space 
charge produced by a splash in the Whitecap s im
ulation tank at U.C.G. using a filtration techn
ique had been ren.dered uncertain by the excessive 
time required by the filter t o empty the air 
enclosed by the hood covering the tank 
(about 20 minutes) . The filter signal decayed 
to zero 6 minutes after a splash. This meant 
either :1) the space charge in the hood itself 
decayed (by deposition of aeroaola, for example) 
or 2) the distribution of charge in the tank 
after a splash was inhomogenous. A glass- fibre 
paper air-conditioning filter vas therefore 
used, to reduce the measuring time to about 
I minute. 
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Apparatus 

This is shown in fig. 1. The filter, a 
Vokes MA66B is capable of shifting 100 1/a againat 
a hea d of 1• water gauge. lt has a rated efficiency 
of 99.99% for a particle radius of 0.5 microns. 
The centrifugal pump, made by Airflow devel
opments Ltd. shifted 70 1/s aa measured by a Pitot 
Tube. Particle concentration mea~urementa at the 
outlet o f the pump confirmed that the efficiency 
of the filter was >99% for particles of radius 
between 0 .25 ~ 2.5 microns. Insulation and air
tightness are achieved by a teflon tape-silicon 
rubber laminate gasket between the filter and 
the tank·and the pumping system. The apparatus 
is mounted on teflon rings inside an aluminiua 
~uct which acts as a shield. Dexion tracks and 
tightening bolts are provided to press the aaa
embly against the aide of the tank. 

Control of the relative humidity and 
background apace charge density proved a problea 
aince moat humidifier• produce an aerosol, and 
associated apace charge yet in the absence 
of any aort of humidifier the huaidity fell 
when the filter vaa ln uae. In practlc~, a aaall 
kettle vaa uaed. Thla produced a negative back~ 
ground apace charge vhi~h decayed fairly quickly 
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leaving a more humid lab for about 30 minutes. 

Hos t measurements were made at ) 70% Relative -

Humidity. 

The pipe usually us ed to empty the tank 

was connected to a 3 KW. immersion heater in 

a brass enclosure fr om which a re turn pipe led 

back to the tank. A 1.5 - 2 degree rise in water 

temperature could be achieved in about 20 min-

utes by pumping the contents of the tank throug h 

this asse.;,bly. 

Het hod 

Splashes were made with t he ~ide chan-

nels of the tank partially unc overed~ since when 

they were fully covered a spurious signal was 

observed on the control no water "splashes" 

probably due to friction charging of the gates 

The high throughput of the filter system made 

losses of aerosols and space charge through 

the side channels unlikely. Several splashes 

were made at approximately 3 degree intervals 

at temperatures between 6 and 24 degrees, the 

tank being heated during the day and allowed to 

cool overnight . Correction waa ma~a for background 

space charge denaity. A typical ~ecord ia shown 

in fig. 2, which represents a plot of total charge 
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collected by the filter againat time. The tank 

shakes when the splash is made and this produces 

a piezzoelect ri c vo ltage in the fiiter at T•O,but 

this averages to zer o after a few seconds. 

The large increase in posi tive charge over the 

next minute is the cha~ge produced by the splash. 

An initial water height of 27 cm. was 

used for most s plashes, but the effect of vary-

ing this was i nv es tigat ed (f(g. 3 ) and found to be 

quite marked. 
\ 

Fig. 4 shows t he effect of deposition, which 

occurs when t here is a time lag betwee n the splas h 

and switching on the air pu~p. _The effect is 

apparent even if t he p ump is switch ed on immediately 

aft e r a s plas h, probably because a small time is 

needed to establish the airflow in t he hood. 

The effect of tem pe rature is shown in fig. 5 

A li near fit to these results has the fora 

Q • 17.9 T + 7.4 

where Q is the space char ge produced by a splash 

with initial water heights 27 cm. in Picocoulombs 

and T is the celsiua temperature. 

Discussion 

Using data obtained by Monahan, Davidson and 

Spiel in t he tank in 198!, at a temp erature of 16-

20 degrees celaius,(2,3,4),asauming Blanchard 1 a(l963) 
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(5) results for the relation s hi p between ch arg e 

and size of jet droplets, neg l e cting any possi b le 

contribution from the f i l e d roplets, and a s s uming 

a j e t drop I f i lm drop di v ision a t 1 mi c ron ra d i u s 

( where there is a cinimum in the s i z e spectrum) a 

charge production of about 34 0 pC ca n be c a lculat e d 

which agrees quite well with the ob s e r ve d results. 

The variatio n with t em perature is rather 

surprising in view of Blanch ard's (5,pl 82 ) o bs ervation 

that t he charge o n top jet dr opl e ts wa s pos s ibly 

less at room tecperature t h an at 4 degre e s c elsius. 

It is possib l e t ha t t h e number of pa r ticles pr oduced ·., 
increases with temperatu r e , and this will be 

investigated. Air temperature was no t controlled 

- for the higher wa~er temperatures the air was at 

13 degrees cels iu s . This may cause more effici ent 

transfer of aerosols into an u n stable atmosphere. 

Insertion of the above values of the charge 

production by a 0.8 square metre (27 cm.) white ca p 

into the whitecap coverage /latitude relationship 

obtained by Mona h an (6), and assuming approximate 

values for mean sea-surface temperatures (4), 

averaged over 20 degrees of latitude, a ve r y 

tentative estimate can be made of the total global 

flux of charge . This is equal to 160 A in January 

and 220 A in June. The distribution per degre, 

of latitude is shown in fig. 7. This estimate is 
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less than that of Mo naha n (6), mainly because of 

t he tempera tu re dependence . Monahan (6) used results 

which implicitly assume a temperature of 15-20 

degrees, wh ich is r a ther high, especially for 

the regions of high whitecap cov erage. 

The mechanism whereby marine aerosols 

contribute to the global cha rge budget needs some 

comment. The layer o f posit i ve charge observed near 

the surface of t he s e a, ice-caps and la k es is 

us ua lly ascribed to the electrode effe c t (Markson(7) 

and Hul h eise n( B)) . This, br~efly, is the vertical 

migratio n of smal~ , mobile negative ~ions away from 

the l!arth.'s sur'f a ce, leavin~ a net pos itive surface 

layer. Over l and , neg a tive ions are produced by 

the decay of radioactive substances in the soil , so 

the effect isn't observed. Marine aerosols can 

contribute to th i s effect. 

Aerosols are transported from the sea surface 

into the lower mixed layer of the a t mosphere . Here 

they quickly lose their charge ( t.) by attracting 

and capturing small negative ions. So, in ef feet 

the aerosols vill contribute to the atmospheric 

space charge only in the lowest layers, and only 

for about 10 ainutea after their formation. In 

this time, assuming a value for the turbulent 

diffusion coefficient of•S m2f• 09>. the 

ae r osol particle• could reach a height of a few 
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hundred meters. 

Future Work 

In the laboratory a Gerdien Condenser will 

be used tn conjunction with the Royco particle 

counter to obtain rough size I electrical mobility 

relationships. Hopefully the effect of temperature 

on aerosol productivity will be elucidated and its 

effect on cha rge production explained. The Aran 

measurements will be continued, augmented with ship-

board QeasureQents of electric field (using recently 

completed field mills}, space charge and small ion 

concentration,which hopefully will elucidate the 

mechanisQ of the transfer of charge across the air

sea interface. 
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figure 3. 

Charge Produced At 14 Degrees 

Celsius Using Different Heights Of Water Sehind 

The Gates Of The Tank. 

figure 4. 

Effect Of Delaying Suction Until 

After A Splash 

Figure ~ 

Plot Of Total Production Of Space 
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Figure 6 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE INFLUENCE OF WHITECAPS ON THE 

ALBEDO OF THE S£A SURFACE 

.. , 
P. J. Stabeno & E. C . Monahan 

II.BSTAACT 

The influence of whitecaps on the total albedo 
of the sea surface is sisnificant over broad r~aches 
of the world's oceans. The sea surface albedo due to 
whitecaps is estimated by combinin9 the monthly 

North Atlantic charts of calculated fractional white-
cap coverage (Spillane, 1982) with estimates of the 
albedo of an individual whitecap. This latter quantity, 
which is determined from an extremely simple model 
for a whitecap consistin~ of uniform bubble layers, is 
about 50,, which is consistant with the localized white
cap albedo mentioned by Payne (1972) and Whitlock, et. 
al. (1982). During the winter months the whitecap 
contribution to the albedo for re~ions of the North 
Atlantic amounts to more than 15' of the observed average 
monthly albedo as reported by Payne (1972) and Humel 
and Reek (1979) ~ 
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lNTROOUCTION 

The albedo is the ratio of the upwarq to downward 
irradience just above the sea surface, an~ is dependent 
upon both atmosoheric and oceanic conditions. In a 
cloudless. s~, the sea surface albedo is probably most 
sensitive to variations in the ~enith anjle of the sun. 
TO determine the reflectance Ot liJht from the water's 
surface theoretical~~ fresnel's eauations m~ be used . 
Unfortunately 1 thes'e eauations at;e only. directly applic
albe under certain liwited conditions, i ~e. for direct 
radiation strikin~ a smooth surface . Unner these con~i
tions, the albedo varies from a reflectance of 2% when 
the sun is directl_y overhead ( 9 • ~ ) to total reflec
tance as the sun approaches the horizon ( e • 90• ). 

Actual · conditions do not necessarily comform to the ideal 
necessary for the direct apvlication of Fresnel's laws . 
Both cloud cover and particles in the atmosphere cause 
the sunliJht to be scattered and thus the liJht becomes 
diffuse. For diffuse li5ht both theoretical results 
(obtained by the inteqration of Fresnel's equations 

over the an~les of incidence) and ~ata from observations 
have been published (Burt, 1953, ~unez, et. al., 1972: 

Kondratyev, 1972). The variations in the albedo under 
such natural conditions is of course dependent upon the 
the thickness of the cloud cover. Observations for 
hiqhly diffuse li9ht qive ~n albedo of between 7' and 
10' (Kondratyev, 1969 and 1972), with only a weak dePen-
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dence uoon the zenith anale of the sun, while theoreti
cal calculations indicate a reflectance of 6.6~ (Burt, 
1953). 

In addition to the deoendence of the albedo on 
these at~ospheric conditions there are also the vari~
tions due to the sea surface. The albedo of a rou~hened 
sea, with non-breakinq waves, varies fro~ that of a flat 
surface. For zenith anales near Q• the reflectance in
creases, while when the zenith ansl~ is nearer to 90• 
it decreases (Kondratyev, 1969: Nunez, et . al., 1Q72). 
The opacity of the water also has an effect. With a 
decrease in water transparency there is an increase in 
the albedo (Kondratyev, 1972). It is onlv to be exoected 
that whitecaps would also influence the total alb'edo. 
The exact nature of the effect, however, is ooen to 
question. Prom data collected by Payne (1972) it aooears 
that an increase in the windstress (and hence in the 
whitecap cover) decreases the albedo. A olot in ~euma.nn 
and Peirson (1966), however, indicates just the oooosite, 
namely that an increase in whitecap cover increases the 
reflectance. A similar observation is noted bv Powell 
and Clarke (1936). In a laboratory experiment (Whitlock, 
et. al., 1982) there is no doubt that the oresence of 
even a sinqle layer of bubbles increases the reflectance. 
If the number of layers of bubbles increases from one 
to twenty then. the localized albedo increase from 10' 
to approximately 50\. This latter value is the percent-
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aae that is aenerallv acceoted for the local albedo of 
whitecaos (Pavne 197?.• 'Nhitlock, et. al., 19A2). 

THE WHI~ECAP MOD~L 

~ si~ple ~odel of bubble rafts in the ocean should 
9ive some indication of the effect l)f. the whiteC<-? !lOOn 
t:he reflectance of. light. Cal<":ulations, usin9 Fresnel's 
equations, show that the presen<":e of one hubble (either 
on the surface or below it) does not increase the albe~o 
of the sea surface near the bubble sianificantly. The 
high reflectance of whitecaPs must be due to the thick
ness of the .bubble rafts. Thus, it is exoected that the 
albedo of the whitecap declines as the bubbles burst, 
the raft thins out, and the whitecap decays. The depen
dence of the albedo uoon the number of layers of bubbles 
is clearly seen in the data from Whitlock, et. al. 
(1982). There is a similar behavior seen in snow. As 
the de~th of the snow increases so does the surface 
albedo until the snow reaches a depth of 12.7 centi-
meters {Rummel and Reek, 1979). The albedo now is near 
its maximum and any increase in the depth of the snow 
causes a neqliqble chanQe in the albedo. 

In developing a first model simplicity is desired. 
The interface between two contiquous bubbles is planar. 
So a qroup of bubbles comoressed toqether would have 
internal walls each ~f which is a plane. If this is 
carried to an extreme where all the bubbles are taken 
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to be the same size, then a pessibl~ ~onfiaurat ion, is 

that thev stack tooether as blocks (fioure la) . l.ons iner 

a lioht beam oassina throuah t~e vert.ical walls of the 

bubbles. ~ oortion of t~is hea~ i s trans~itte~, w~ile 

the re~ain~er is reflecte~. ~owev~r, ~oth oarts of t~e 

..,eam subseouentlv intersect the hor i zontal walls at t~~> 

same anale ! 0 ), as shown in fi'lurE> la . '~'here"ore, i.n 

this si~ole monel the vertical walls olav no cart in 

the determination of the albeno. This leans to a ohv-

sical oeometry shown in fiaure lb. Usi no Presnel's laws 

of reflectance at each air-water and water-air interface 

the albedo, A, can be calculaten. It is exoected t hat 

the maior contribution to the al bedo of the hubble raft 

would be that oart of the beam that is reflected from 

onlv one interface. So if the total albedo is exoressed 

as 

A • ~ + A + A + 
1 ) 5 ( 1) 

where each A is the albedo of the beam that is refl ecten i 
fro~ i interfaces. Shown in fiaure 1 is that oortion 

of the beam that is reflected only once. From examina-

tion of the model it is evident that 

A • 
1 

'3 -

2N 2n 
R 1: ( 1-R) 

n-o 

R' ( 1-R)2 [ (N+l) lH2) ( 1-R) ~N + 
2 

Nt1 (n+l.) (n+2) ( ( 1-a9n 
n-o 2 

6N-3 
~ '" R5 

( 1-R) 1 1: BN(n)( 1-R ) 2n 
naO 

(la) 

(lb) 

+ <1 - Rr<2N-nl >) 

(le) 

- 6) -

(a) .: .. :: 

" :' ,,,., ... ·1r .' ,,, ..... [!(" ···,. 

(b) 

Fioure 1: a )A s chematic representation of the bubble 

structure. The beam of liaht intersects 

t he surface of the whitecap and each of 

horizontal air-wa ter interfaces at an 
a na le a. 

b)The modified structure neole c tinq the 

vertical walls. There are four layers 

of bubbles and hence nine interfaces fr~ 

whi ch reflectance is possible. The beam 

underqo~ at most one reflectance . 
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where ~ is the no1mher of lavers of bubbles an~ R is 

reflectance as calculated bv Fresnel's eauations. The 

coeff icients of the last series are oiven in a tahle at 

the end of this article. These series lend themselves 

to a li~itinq solution as N, the nuMber of lavers, ao-

oroaches infinity. Thus 

A 
"!' 

R ( { 1-(1-R)lrl+ ~ (1-R)2{1-(1-R)2 J 3 

+R- ( 1-R)I{H-( 1-R)2}{1-( 1-RJ2f 5) + 

which is the ~aximu~ alberlo of the whitecao . 

o(R7) 

The results of the calculations carrien out usino 

eauations 1 ~nd 2 are rlisolayerl in fiqu re 2 . Dresenterl 

alonq with the theoretical calculatio ns are the data 

fro~ Whitlock, et. al. (1982). ·The index of refraction 

· for oure water as a functio n of wavelenoth is used in 

calculatinq the albedo in the model. It is clear from 

figure 1, that the reflectance by one layer of bubbles 

( 2 ) 

in the experiment is considerably qreater than that ore

dieted by the model. There are several possible exPla

nations for this. The model is very simple and does ·not 

take into consideration any reflectance from the surface 

of the container, nor any back scattering of liqht . 

Another POssible cause of the discrepency is that soap 

was added to the water in the experiment which would 

cause a chanqe in the index of refraction. 
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Displayed here is the reflectance of · 

a whitecap as a function of wavelength . 

The results of a laboratory experiment 

are indicated with circles, where the open 

ones are for just one layer of bu bbles and 

the solid for multi ple layers (Whitlock , et. 

al., 1982). The lines are the predi c tion of 

the model and n indicates t he number of 

layers of bubbles. 
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The solid circles show the reflect a nce fo r ~ultinle 
layers of bubbles . The decreas e in the ex oerimental 
reflectance with increasinq ~avelenath , is due ma in ly 
to the hi9her absorption rate of li9ht at higher wave
len9th. The sli9ht oecrease in the reflec tance ore
dieted by the ~odel is oue to the oecrease of. the innex 
of refraction with increase '""avelength . There is a 
sufficient depth of bubbles in the experi~ent. so t ha t 
the bottom of the tank was not vi s ible, nut t.he numher 
of layers of bubbles in the raft is not expli r. itly 9iven 
in the article. If a bubble size of 0.+ centi~eters is 
taken, there would be 25 layers in t.he 10 r.enti~eters 
of foam . The model then would preaict a r e flectance o f 
just less than 0.5, which is comparable to the exPeri
mentally determined reflectance of between O.S and 0,6 . 

As can be seen in figure 3, for an9les less than 
so• there is a very weak dependence of the albeoo of the 
whitecap upon the zenith angle. Also as the number of 
layers increases, the reflectance's depenoence uoon the 
zenith angle decreases. Por N + ~ the reflectance is 
virtually independent of the zenith anqle for all an3les 
less than 75• . Hence the choice of a reflectance of 
SO' i9noring the aogle of incidence is not unreasonable . 

Although the model follows the treno of the data 
fra. the laboratory experiment reasonably well, it does 
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Figure 3: The percent a ge of light reflected fr om 
a whiteca p as calculated by the model is 

sh~wo here . N is the number of layers. 

A refractive index of 1.33 was used. 
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not i~~ediately follow that it would also model white
caos in the ooen ocean. There, a whitecap mav last onlv 

15 to 20 seconds and individual bubbles orobablv have 

a life time of less than two seconds once they surface 
(Zhenq, et. al., 1983) . A more complex model with var

ious sizes of bubbles and a disordererl orientation of 

interfaces would be more applicable , There is a consid

erable numb~r of subsurface buhbles that have not com

bined with the raft which mav also Qlav a role ann should 

be considered. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Jf the al~do as calculated by Payne (1972} or 

Humel and ~eck (1979} for the North Atlantic is consid

ered alonq with the fractional ~hitecap coveraae calcu

lated by Spillane (1982) then the relative influence of 

whitecaps upon the total albedo can be determined . An 

in4ividual whitecap albedo of 0.5 is assumed. uainq the 

monthly aver,qed al~do$ in the North ~tlantic as calcu

lated by Payno (1972), a plot or percentaqe of aea sur
face albedo that ia due solely to whitecaoe can be qen

erated (fiquro 4). The values for each latitude are 
inteqrated over lonqitude for every month of the year. 

As can be ~een in thia fiq~re, the maximum influence of 

whitecap• on the albedo is du~inq the winter months at 

about - 50" N. At thi• time and location there is a max

imua whitecap coveraqe or 4t. The relatively hiqh 

\ 
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coveraae by whitecaos of ~he sea surface is enouah to 

make the whiteCiiP contribution to the alberlo orooortion

ally hiah even at a time of the year when other factors 

tend to increase the total alberlo, Further north the 

relative inf.luence of the whitecaps becomes less since 

the sun is so low in the ~kV that the reflectance off 

even a bubble-less ocean surface is verv hiah. ~o the 

south of SO'N the ~inn soeerl rlecreasees. This necrease 

in the windstress causes a decrease in the whitecaP 

coveraae that dominates the smaller necrease in the total 

albedo due to the hiaher elevation of the sun. The 

percentaae of the total albedo rlue to the whitecaps 

hence decreases. Ourina the summer the orooortlon of 

the albedo dueto the reflectance of liaht f.rom the white-

caos is minimal since the presence of storms decreases 

so dramat i cally. 

A contour clot for just the winter months (January, 

February and March) of the influence of whitecaps on 

the total albedo in the North ~tlantic is shown in fiaure 

5, The total albedo is obtained from data aiven by 

Humel and Reek. The maximum influence is in the central 

North Atlantic, which is to be expected since the stronq

est winds are here. The sliqht variation between fiaure 

4 and and 5 is due to the use of different data sets. 
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20 

Fisure 4: Contours of the percentaqe of the total albedo 

due to whitecaps in the North Atlantic . The 

contours were calculated hy assuminQ that 50~ 

of the light incident upon the whitecap is 

reflected. The amount of whitecap cover is 

obtained from Spillane (1982) and the total 

albedo is as 9iven in Payne (1972). 
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Fiaure 5: A map of the North Atlantic showin9 

the percentage of influence of whitecaps 

on the total albedo durin9 the winter 

months (January, February and March). 

The amount of whitecap covera3e was 

taken from Spillane (1982) and the total 

albedo is from Hummel and Reek (1979) . 

A reflectance for the whitecaps of 0.5 is 

used. 

' 
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